A new presentation for the 4-braid group (called the band-generator presentation) is introduced. The word problem, the conjugacy problem and the shortest word problem for this presentation are solved
Introduction
We develop a new presentation for the 4-braid group B 4 and give easy and quick algorithms to solve the word problem and the conjugacy problem for B 4 . Furthermore, the (sometimes more interesting) shortest word problem, concerning spanning surfaces of closed braids, is solved for the new presentation.
Our presentation generalizes Xu's cyclic presentation of the 3-braid group B 3 ?] to B 4 . The motivation for considering this presentation is that it is rather easy to solve not only the word problem and the conjugacy problem, but also the following other important problems in studying links via closed braids. The rst problem is the shortest word problem: to nd the shortest expression in the conjugacy class for a given word. Since every minimal surface bounded by a closed 3-braid can be made into 3 disks with half-twisted bands connecting them ?, ?], the solution to the shortest word problem determines the genus of knots or links represented by a closed 3-braid. The second problem is the conjugacy class representation problem: to represent a conjugacy class by a unique word, up to a certain equivalence. Xu's paper ?] contains solutions to both the shortest word problem and the conjugacy class representation problem for B 3 . An ultimate goal of studying links via closed braids is the link problem:
to decide when two conjugacy classes of braids represent the same link. The conjugacy class representation problem helps us to solve the link problem for a braid group of a given index. In fact, Birman 
The new presentation of the 4-braid group B 4 will be called the band-generator presentation because it uses 6 bands connecting pairs of 4 disks. If one wants to generalize band-generators for the n-braid group B n , it is better to keep this double-indexed notation. Since we will deal with only 6 generators, we will use the following notation for simplicity: 
These are as shown in the following gures. as the word problem and the conjugacy problem for this presentation. There are some practical advantages of using this presentation. A word written in this presentation is usually much shorter than in the standard presentation, and the algorithm for getting the canonical form of the word is much faster. The algorithm to obtain a word in the \super summit set" of the conjugacy class of a word produces a shorter word with every cycling or decycling. A word in the \super summit set" is produced in a linear time, while there is no known good bound in the other presentation. A word in the\super summit set" is shown to have the shortest possible length among all words in the conjugacy class of the word and therefore the shortest word problem can be solved in a linear time after the canonical form of a word is obtained.
This presentation, and some of our arguments, can be carried out for the n-braid group B n as well, and we will deal with this aspect, together with the conjugacy class representation problem and the complexity of our algorithms, in our further work. Furthermore has the following commuting properties with generators:
So has the properties that (i) it begins (and ends) with any generator, and
(ii) for any positive word P, P : = P 0 for some positive word P 0 .
The above properties of ensure that can take the role of the half twist of We are looking for a factorization of positive words into positive factors. For P e, we de ne the starting set S(P) and the nishing set F(P) as follows:
S(P) = fc j P = cP 0 ; P 0 e and c is a generatorg; F(P) = fc j P = P 0 c; P 0 e and c is a generatorg: There are 24 such words, and their word-lengths are considerably longer. This is one of reasons that our presentation has the potential of producing a more e cient algorithm for the word problem and the conjugacy problem. Proof. Since the uniqueness is immediate from Corollary ?? (i), only the existence needs proof. From Theorem ??, we know that:
(i) if fb 1 ; b 2 g S(P), then P = Z for some Z e and S(P) = S( ) = fa 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ; a 4 ; b 1 ; b 2 g; (ii) if fa i ; a i+2 g S(P), then P = a i a i+2 Z for some Z e; (iii) if two of a i ; a i+1 ; b i are contained in S(P), then P = a i+1 a i Z for some Z e and fa i ; a i+1 ; b i g S(P).
By (i) and (iii), we have (iv) if three of fa 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ; a 4 g are contained in S(P), then P = Z for some Z e and S(P) = S( ). Let's denote the number of elements of a set S by jSj. If P or jS(P)j = 1, then the lemma is obvious. So we assume that jS(P)j > 1 and S(P) 6 = S( ). Then by (i) and (iv), S(P) contains at most one element of fb 1 ; b 2 g and at most two elements of fa 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ; a 4 g so that 2 jS(P)j 3.
If S(P) contains an element of fa 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ; a 4 g and an element of fb 1 ; b 2 g, we may assume that fa i ; b i g S(P) or fa i+1 ; b i g S(P). Then by (iii) and our assumption that jS(P)j 3, S(P) = fa i ; a i+1 ; b i g and P = (a i+1 a i )Z for some Z e.
If S(P) contains no element of fb 1 ; b 2 g, then it consists of two elements of fa 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ; a 4 g. By (ii) and (iii), S(P) = fa i ; a i+2 g and P = (a i a i+2 )Z for some Z e. 2
Corollary 3. Proof. For (i))(ii), assume S(P) 6 = S(A). Let by the induction hypothesis.
Since cP (= P 1 = A 1 P 2 ) = cA 2 P 2 , P = A 2 P 2 and S(A 2 ) S(P). Then by (ii), S(A 2 ) S(A), and so A = A 2 A 3 for some A 3 
S(P) = S(A). (v))(vi) is clear.
For (vi))(i), assume c 2 R(A)\S(P 0 ) for some generator c. Then Ac 2 0; 1] and P = (Ac)P 00 where P 0 = cP 00 . It contradicts to the maximality of kAk. 2 Remark. The previous discussion about starting sets and right complementary sets can be carried out for nishing sets and left complementary sets, and we can obtain the corresponding right-weighted versions of the above results. The following right-weighted version of a part of Propostion ?? will be used later, so we state it here as a lemma.
Lemma 3.7 If P = P 0 A is right-weighted and PQ for some Q e, then AQ .
For any P e, by iterating the left-weighted decomposition as P = AP 0 ; P 0 = A 0 P 00 ; : : :
we get a factorization P 
It is easy to show that the following identities hold for A 2 0; 1]. 
S( (A)) = (S(A)); R( (A)) = (R(A)); S(A ) = R(A); R(A ) = S( (A)):
Since R( ?(r+i+1) (A i+1 )) \ S( ?(r+i) (A i )) = ?(r+i) ?1 R(A i+1 ) \ ?(r+i) S(A i ) = ?(r+i) S(A i+1 ) \ ?(r+i) R(A i ) = ?(r+i) (S(A i+1 ) \ R(A i )) = ;
The conjugacy problem
Two links which arise as closures of conjugate braids are obviously isotopic and the conjugacy problem plays a pivotal role in the link problem that seeks to determine when two braids give isotopic links by closing. So it is of great interest to nd an e cient algorithm to solve the conjugacy problem for braids. Elrifai and Morton ?] improved Garsides's solution ?] to the conjugacy problem for the n-braid group B n . Following their method closely, we not only solve the conjugacy problem in the band-generator presentation for B 4 , but also demonstrate that this presentation is more suitable than the standard one in applying the technique of Elrifai and Morton.
The super summit set of a given braid W is the set of conjugates W 0 of W with`(W 0 ) minimal among all the conjugates of W. So two braids are conjugate if and only if their super summit sets are identical. Thus, in order to determine whether two braids V; W are conjugate, we should nd the whole super summit set of V and an element of the super summit set of W. As a nice feature of the band-generator presentation, we obtain a criterion for determining when a word belongs to its super summit set, and so there is a quick algorithm to obtain a word in the super summit set of a given word. Proof. Take P with W = P ?1 V P, and write P in left-canonical form as P = A 1 A k so that e < A i and S(A i A k ) = S(A i Proof. Let W = PV P ?1 with P e. We use an induction on kPk. Then we will show that there is Q e such that (W ) = Qc(V )Q ?1 and kQk < kPk. Then we may have two cases: that inf c(V ) > inf V or that inf c(V ) = inf V < inf W = inf (W ). The latter case is our induction hypothesis, and therefore more repeated cycling on c(V ) will produce a word of increased inf.
To show the existence of Q, Let V = r A 1 A k ; e < A i < be the left canonical form of V and let W = r R for R . Since WP = PV , r RP = P r A 1 A k = r r (P )A 1 A k . So r (P )A 1 A k = RP . By Propostion ??(iii), r (P )A 1 and so P ?r (A 1 ) . Thus there is P 0 e such that P ?r (A 1 ) = P 0 . Let = A 1 A 1 for some 0 < A 1 < . Since P ?r (A 1 ) = P 0 = P 0 ?r ( A 1 ) ?r (A 1 ), we have P = P 0 ?r ( A 1 ).
( We now know that repeated cyclings followed by repeated decyclings on a word will produce a word in its super summit set. We will show that we can do this very quickly in our band-generator presentation of B 4 . Indeed, we will show that cycling or decycling of a word must reduce its canonical length unless it is already in its super summit set.
Let W = r A 1 A k , k 2, be the left-canonical form of W. Then And then we repeat this procedure on each of newly obtained words until either no more new words are obtained or W 0 is obtained. We know this algorithm stops after nitely many steps, because there are only nitely many words of a given inf and sup, and so a super summit set is nite.
Shortest word problem
A word is called a shortest word if its word-length is minimal among all its conjugates. Since a word in our band-generator presentation gives a spanning surface of the associated closed braid, that consists of 4 disks and half-twisted bands connecting them, a shortest word among its conjugates gives a surface of minimal genus among all spanning surfaces of this type. Some closed 4-braids, like ones obtained from positive words, bound minimal genus surfaces of this type, and for those closed 4-braids ?] our solution to the shortest word problem determines their genera. It is an interesting problem to characterize closed 4-braids whose surface of minimal genus has a disk-band decomposition obtained from a word in our presentation.
We introduce the reduction operation, Red, on a decomposed word where the decomposition may not be left-canonical. When we discuss the shortest word problem, we need to use the notation \ " to denote identical words. Continue this process until we get a decomposition r C 1 C m ; e < C i < :
To prove the lemma, it su ces to show that the value k Red( )k does not increase for all decompositions that arise during the transformation of (??) into the left-canonical decomposition described at the end of Section 3. This is clear for (W1) and (W2). For (W3), let C i C i+1 be transformed to C 0 i C 0 i+1 . Since we may assume 1 kC i k; kC i+1 k 2, we have kC 0 i k maxfkC i k; kC i+1 kg and kC i C i+1 k = kC 0 i C 0 i+1 k. Thus k Red( n C 0 i C 0 i+1 )k k Red( n C i C i+1 )k for all n. Hence k Red( r C 1 C i?1 C 0 i C 0 i+1 C i+2 C m )k k Red( r C 1 C m )k so that the proof is complete.
2 From now on, Red( r A 1 A s ) will be simply denoted by Red(W ) if r A 1 A s is the left-canonical decompostion of a word W. The above lemma tells us that the shortest expression of the given word W is Red(W ). This solves the shortest word problem for the band-generator presentation of B 4 in the ordinary sense.
The following theorem provides a solution to the shortest word problem among conjugates. 
